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Sampling and 
online analysis tools 
Quality control and quality assurance 
are important systems in delivering the 
desired product to the customer 

by Mark Fowler 

Quali ty control and quality assurance are two important 
yet distinctly different objectives. As defined by Dictionary. 
com, quality control is a system for verifying and maintain
ing a desired level of quality in an existing product or ser
vice by careful planning, use of proper equipment, continued 
inspection and corrective action as required. The definition 
for quality assurance is a system for ensuring a desired lev
el of quality in the development, production or delivery of 
products. The former involves verifying the quality of the 
products produced while the latter is ensuring the process to 
deliver a quality product. 

The difference is reactively testing the product versus pro
actively managing quality production. Both quality control 
and quality assurance are important systems in delivering the 
desired product to the customer. However, that is not the pur
pose of this article. A common denominator in either system 
is product sampling. 

Laboratories spend countless hours and significant expense 
to calibrate analytical equipment, train laboratory personnel 
and assure the accuracy of the results from the testing per
formed in the ir lab to measure quali ty characteristics. The 
sometimes overlooked aspect of the quality assurance or 
quality control analysis is the quality of sampling. While the 
accuracy of laboratory analysis can be well documented, the 
quality of the test result is only as good as the quality of the 
sample tested. Proper sampling protocols must be defined and 
implemented to ensure a representative sample is collected 
which ensures the validity of the tests. 

REPRESENTATIVE SAMPLE 
How is a representative sample defined? A representative 

sample has quality characteristics equal to that of the entire 
lot or batch tested. Obtaining a representative sample from 
a product process as large as a flour mill requires consistent, 
accurate and repeatable methodology. Defining and imple-
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menting a standard protocol for sampling ensures consistency. 
Samples that are not collected in the same way will not repre
sent the process sampled. 

Use sampling techniques that have as little sample bias as 
possible. A simple definition of sample bias is the exclusion 
of a portion of the product. One example is taking a sample 
for the testing of break release. The sampling technique must 
ensure the entire distribution of product ground on a particular 
roll is collected. If the sample collection technique is flawed, 
the sample may be biased, albeit unintentionally. 

When determining an effective sampling protocol, first pro
file the process. What is the process variability that is being 
tested? Do you need a continuous sampling system or is a ran
dom grab sample sufficient? Whatever the decision, the sam
pling system or protocol implemented must reduce sample to 
sample variation and sample methods and results must be re
peatable. You must be assured variability in test results is not 
the result of sampling variability. 

OBJECTIVES 
There are several objectives to testing. As previously 

stated, the most basic objective is to collect a represen ta
tive sample of the product to be tested to ensure the validity 
of the testing. Another objective is to collect information. 
When applied to a quality assurance process, sampling is 
done to collect internal information on product mix charac
teristics, such as moisture, ash and protein content of flour 
in process, or moisture and protein of incoming wheat. The 
objectives are to manage process variations and maintain 
process control. Ultimately, consis tency is the quality char
acteristic that customers most value. It will never be listed 
or defined in a contract, but ifthe contract asks for minimum 
I 1 % protein content, be assured, the customer will be happi
est with a consistent supply of 11 % protein flour as opposed 
to deliveries that vary even on the high side. 
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